
Our Curriculum Offer 
The Home of Learning 

Our school is a community where everyone can grow as collaborative learners, compassionate individuals 
and responsible citizens in an environment of mutual respect and excellence for all. 

In the words of our Young Leadership Team:  

‘Green Lane is not just a school, it is a family; we are a community. Our teachers, parents and everyone work 

together to make the purposeful, safe place we all want to come to every day. We are provided with the 

best possible care and learning experiences. Everyone can find something to to be good at to help them 

achieve their full potential. As a Talking School, it’s important that everyone’s voice is heard.’ 

Our Values 
 As part of the Priestley Academy Trust, we work with a shared set of values. These values represent our 
high aspirations for Green Lane pupils and form the heart of our curriculum. 

 

Respect for themselves
Self-esteem

Self confidence

Belonging 

Resilience

Keeping safe and healthy

Making positive choices

Respect for others
Embracing diversity

Understanding other viewpoints

Appreciating  other cultures and 
religions

British Values

Responsible citizens

Representing a group, a class and  
our school

Conributing to the community 

Understanding current affairs

Campaigning on an issue

Learning Excellence
Oracy 

Growth mind-set

Applying the curriculum in context

Being creative & Solving problems

Enterprise and employability

Life skills

Participatin in art, culture and 
sports

Collaborative learners 

Teamwork 

Coaching peers

Leadership & project 
management 

Managing differing opinions

Debating

Compassionate individuals

Empathy

Being a good friend

Being kind to themselves 

Helping others 

Fund raising for charities

Having a world view 



 

Curriculum Intent 

Our curriculum is the way in which we achieve our values. It is informed by the needs of 
our pupils and current research into best practice. Our taught curriculum is:   

 Oracy led and vocabulary rich 

 Based on a mastery approach to learning  

 Ambitious for, and inclusive of all learners 

 Rich in high quality texts and purposeful reading experiences  

 Designed to prepare pupils for life  

In line with the core values, it aims to provide:  

 A love of learning and happy memories  

 Accumulation of core knowledge and an understanding of the world 

 A core offer of essential experiences which enrich the curriculum 

 A clear progression in skills and strategies within each subject 

 Opportunities to revisit, revise and deepen thinking 

 Engaging topics which allow children to synthesise knowledge and apply skills in 
real world situations 

 Partnerships with our local families and communities 

 An emotional and cultural connection through stories and the arts 

 Strong teamwork skills  

 An medium for children’s creativity  

 Challenges to meet and puzzles and problems to solve 

 

If you would like to know more about our exciting curriculum 
speak to a member of staff. 

 


